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27 outreach presentations

29 community collaboration meetings, including:

A presentation at the Utah Trafficking in Persons Task Force

(UTIP)

A presentation to the State-Wide Advocates for Victims

Organization (SWAVO)

"When I was 13, I met a boy in my hometown in Mexico. He promised

me love, convinced me to leave my family, and brought me to New

York City. But instead of love, he forced me into sex trafficking.  For

years after my escape, I tried to find a place in the United States that

offered the aftercare services I needed to heal and become self-

reliant, but it didn't exist. 

I helped create Dahlia's Hope so that other survivors could find all

the support they need in one place instead of piecing together

resources all on their own. Thanks to our donors, to date, we have

been able to provide aftercare services to 40 survivors like me.

Thank you for believing in my dream - without you, without your

support, this wouldn't be possible."
 
Faith Robles, Founding Survivor

In 2021, Dahlia's Hope increased the number
of survivors simultaneously served by 143%

We also conducted:

 Most importantly, we provided 1,598 clinical
therapy hours to survivors

this year.  
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Expanding Our Capacity
to Serve Survivors

From Board Members to Clinical Therapists to a new Chief

Operational Officer, our team has grown, adding new members in

critical roles over the past year! Each of our team members offers

an essential host of skills, life experiences, and unique types of

care that are all essential to survivors. When we grow, they grow!

Introducing the Dahlia's Hope new team members of 2021! 
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 success! Because of our supporters' generosity,

we exceeded the one million dollar mark in

donations received to date. These contributions

support survivors in their aftercare more than

we could ever express. We look forward to

meeting even more Dahlia’s Hope supporters

at our 2022 Restoring Hope Gala. 

Mark your calendars and please join us on 

October 27 in Salt Lake City, Utah!

 

Our 2021 143% increase in survivors
simultaneously served was made possible

by a 100% increase in donations.
 

Thank you!

"Now I know that there are people that want to help survivors

to overcome and heal and know that we're not alone. We have

grown a lot, yes, but this is just the beginning! With your

support, we will grow even more."
 

Faith Robles
Founding Survivor 

Increasing the Number
of Survivors Served
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 2021 Introduced our first-ever annual

Restoring Hope Gala. The event was a massive
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Program Spending

Continually Improving the
Breadth and Quality of

Care Provided

"In 2021, all of our clinical programming has been

advanced and expanded in quality and services

provided. Our team continues to make high quality

of care our top priority and provide a wide variety

of services. We are thrilled to have welcomed five

new clinical team members this year!

Each service we offer is instrumental in providing

survivors with complete aftercare and ensuring

healing opportunities in every interaction they

have with our team."

Bacall Hincks, LCSW
Clinical Director



 

Being Responsible
Financial Stewards

"At Dahlia's Hope, our priority is providing survivors with

opportunities to heal and develop self-reliance. Always

mindful of the trust that both survivors and donors place

in us, our board and staff all strive to model financial

responsibility to survivors, stretching every dollar to

maximize their opportunities for growth." 
 

Chris Anderson
Founding Board Member and CFO 

Functional Expenses

Contributions Breakdown

89% OF DONATIONS
TO SURVIVOR AFTERCARE



Fundraising dinners, silent auctions,

A backyard neighborhood concert 

A dance concert featuring local 

Workplace and corporate fundraising 

Our volunteers are an essential piece of our growth at Dahlia's

Hope because of the difference they make by sharing survivors'

needs with their communities. Engaged volunteers have thrown

their hearts and minds into helping survivors!

In 2021, survivors at Dahlia's Hope benefited from: 

     and awareness events

     featuring local musical talent

     performers and choreographers

     and matching campaigns 

Every community can contribute time and talents to raise support

for survivors. What difference will your community make? 
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Your donations provide these critical aftercare

services to sex trafficking survivors in Utah:
 

Help us empower survivors to create the

independent lives they dream of and deserve.
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DONATE

You can change lives!

Outpatient Clinical Therapy

Individual Therapy

Group Therapy

Case Management Services

Recreational Therapy

Animal-Assisted Therapy

Educational Resources

Medical Resources

Life Skills Training

Vocational Resources

Transitional Housing
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